
  

 

Taught by Former USMC Ground Intelligence Officer, Targeting Officer, & Scout Sniper Platoon Commander 

This course identifies and demonstrates numerous free online resources that can aid internet researchers in solving both 

technical and non-technical investigations. Participants will be shown how to "dig" into the internet for personal information 

about any target. While popular social media sites are covered in detail (including techniques that legally access some "hidden" 

content), the presentation goes much deeper into the vast resources available online for researching information. Additionally, 

instructions for identifying local events in real time will be presented in great detail. This course focuses on the most popular 

social networks and proper retrieval of located information. These sources can also be used to conduct thorough background 

checks on potential employees. All resources can be applied to domestic and international investigations.  

Topics:   

    

 

 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE:  InfraGard Members, Public Safety (Law/Health/Fire), Terrorism Liaison Officers (TLO’s), 

Infrastructure Liaison Officers (ILO’s), Private Sector Security, Area Stakeholders, all Critical Infrastructure 

Sectors, Intelligence Analysts, Intelligence Officers and Private Investigators. 

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT:   A native of Los Angeles, SME is an Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) and 

investigations expert assisting numerous Federal and local agencies as well as private organizations with OSINT 

collection, analysis and training.  SME is a former Marine Corps Ground Intelligence Officer, Targeting Officer, 

and Scout Sniper Platoon Commander, and transitioned into the private sector offering his intelligence expertise 

to support global executive protection operations for current and former US Government officials and Fortune 100 

and 500 companies. 

 

REGISTRATION: Please register at:  

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/osint-open-source-intelligence-exploitation-course-registration-51620839320 

Training is limited to cleared FBI InfraGard members, sworn Law Enforcement, 

US Military Personnel and invited guests Only. 

Attendees may bring a tablet or laptop computer to participate in the OSINT Practical Applications 

 

 

 

1). Understanding Search Engines, Browsers, URLS and            

      Operators (Fundamental cornerstone to OSINT) 

2). OSINT Techniques - Social Media Investigations 

3). OSINT Techniques - Digital Web Investigations 

4). OSINT Practical Applications throughout the course 
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